Apple Apps for Special Education and Employment
for iPhone, iTouch and iPad

Pictello

First Then
Visual Schedule

Pictello is a simple way to create talking photo albums and
talking books. Each page in a Pictello story can contain a
picture, up to five lines of text and a recorded sound or
text to speech using high quality voices. This app can be
used to create a task picture book with verbal prompts.
$18.99

First Then Visual Schedule app is designed for
caregivers/job coaches to provide positive behavior
support. For individuals with communication needs,
developmental delays, Autism or those who would benefit
from a structured environment, visual schedules serve to
increase independence and lower anxiety during
transitions through different activities. Visual schedules
provide positive behavior support through the use of
images that show daily events or steps needed to
complete a certain activity (i.e. using the restroom or
completing a job related task.) $9.99

Choiceworks

Choiceworks Visual Support System provides the framework
that makes learning positive behavior fun and easy to do. You will
be amazed as your child willingly performs tasks such as getting
ready for bed, going to the dentist and cleaning up. Your child will
also learn the skills necessary for taking turns, making choices,
and managing emotions. $9.99

Checkable

Checkable App ensures consistency and completeness when
carrying out repeated tasks. You can write your own checklists
and use them over and over again. You can attach a video to each
task so you can show others how to do tasks. You can attach a
PDF file to each task to show others how to do the task. You can
record notes as each task is completed. Completed checklists can
be stored and can be looked at later. You can send reports of
completed checklists to others. You can modify your checklists
any time, keeping the originals if you want and have access to
older versions of checklists and reports. $7.99
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My Video Schedule

My video Schedule App combines video modeling with a
structured schedule while providing positive reinforcement for
individuals of all ages with special needs. This is the only app with
a library of 100+ pre-made photos and videos for no additional
charge. If you can’t find a video you need in the pre-made library,
you can create your own. You can also add your own photos. App
provides fading from full videos to video intros and or pictures as
the individual progressively masters tasks. BLS training. $9.99

Video Scheduler

Video Scheduler provides easy construction of picture and video
schedules. Users can also organize video modeling content (and
turn off schedule functions such as “Done” by turning this mode
“On.” After creating, share your schedules/modeling with others
for FREE. Video Scheduler is the #1 Most Downloaded App for
Education on iTunes. $12.99

Vocational Timer

Vocational Timer was designed specifically for vocational training.
It allows one to set the timer to alarm on a regular basis for
repetitive job tasks. Timer can be set to count down or count up.
Free

Living Safely

Living Safely App features self directed learning sessions for 27
important living skills topics including safety at work. $19.99

Visual Cue

Visual Cue app offers prompts using pictures for use with the
concepts of cause and effect, making choices, a time keeper for
transition, token reward system, visual scheduler and timer. This
app works best for visual learners. $9.99

Vis Timer

Vis timer was developed to provide a gentle implementation of
imposed time limits. It utilizes an animated shrinking pie chart to
depict elapsed time. There is an early warning preference setting
to indicate the timer is approaching completion. This creates a
gentle reminder to prepare and set expectations. The app
features a low stress animated circle combined with restful colors
and gentle sounds. $1.99

Work Skills Sampler This Work Skills Sampler HD contains 80 of the most common
signs and words in the Functional Work Skills System. Included in
the app are such words as Employer, Wage, Do Not Enter, First
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Aid, Hammer and Safety Glasses. The app also includes videos to
demonstrate functional signs and words. Free
Visual impact Pro

The Visual Impact app provides step by step multimedia
instructions for use by anyone needing a simple support to
perform daily tasks of all kinds. This app has instructions on how
to make a grilled cheese sandwich or learn important personal
skills for applying for a job, etc. Create your own multimedia
instructional sequences, social stories and modeling vignettes for
nearly any activity. Newly added is the ability to purchase
premium content tasks from the AbleLink learning library. These
step by step instruction templates contain high quality images,
audio and or video that can be used to provide simple to follow
instructions for learners with special needs. Visual Impact Pro
costs $49.99 at the Apple Store. There is also a free
limited version of this app you can try out before purchasing this
comprehensive app. It is called Visual Impact.

VoCal

VoCal is a “voice to do” list. Simply speak your personal memo, set
the time and date and be reminded in your own voice. No need to
type text. This is done with only a few taps. The time and date
schedule is all done with Apple’s simple spinning click wheel
design. VoCal will prompt you for any task or duty in your life.
$4.99

Errands

Errands is a task manager with a pleasing design and is easy to
learn and use. Crafted with a blend of basic and advanced
features: Folders, Checklists, Task Images, Scheduling &
Repeating, Alerts (alarms), Automatic Badge Updating, Calendar
View, Mail Tasks, Multiple View Modes and more! This is a very
popular app! Free
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